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Layer/Map Management

Working with many layers, maps and data sets
Direction that ESRI is taking with the Geodatabase 
Information Model
Direction that ESRI is taking with GIS Data Management

Layer and MXD Management
Folder Management

Layers and Relative Paths
Broken Links
Shifting Data to new Database instances



Map Publication and Archiving

This is a big challenge for an enterprise operation -
ensuring maps are always available - links always 
work - and data can be viewed historically or with 
current information - It would be nice if ESRI could 
provide a solution around managing and archiving 
map products as well as data products

Create Published Maps with Data?



Provide history of license manager

What are the overall problems with the License 
Manager?



Plotting Support

Plotting still seems to be an issue in many companies 
- forcing us to use ZEH, JustPlot, or other 
approaches… It would be beneficial if ESRI could 
provide tools to support large format printing 
better out of the box 

This is a limitation of the ArcGIS 9.x. 
We have a research project that will hopefully 
address this



Usability Performance

User uptake of this software is prohibited by performance 
issues. The average user just does not have the patience to 
wait for things that are slow. To truly interact with their map,
the software must move at a pace similar to their thinking. 
There are just too many things that seem unnecessarily slow.

Need to understand what the specifics are
Connecting to what type of data
What maps are slow, what do they contain
Is ArcMap always slow

Overall, we have research projects ongoing to deal with 
performance



Need an Edit button for Joins and 
Relates of a layer

After a layer (.lyr) was created with "Joins and Relates", the 
"join" property (keep all records or keep only matching 
records) could not be viewed or edited. Need an "Edit" 
button in the Joins & Relates tab of the Layer Properties 
window so we can see how the join was defined and then 
edit it if necessary. Currently, there is no way to find out 
how the join was done; we have to delete the layer and re-
create it with the proper joining method.

This has not been addressed in 9.2
We will keep this on our list to work out this can be 
achieved



Turn on and off features in legend 
like TOC

I've noticed a consistent trend with novice GIS users 
that they want to split data files up so that each 
individual symbol is in a separate file. They say that 
they do this so that they can turn them on and off 
from the TOC.

Why not use layer files with definition queries to 
separate out the data? Each layer file points to the 
same data, and you can group these layer files 
together using a Group Layer.



Data Frames

Data Frames shrink or move when printed or 
exported - known bug ID CQ00266778

This was fixed in 9.2 (NIM000263)



Inconsistent results with ArcMap 
page size changes

Inconsistant results occur when the page size of a 
data frame is changed in ArcMap

Is this still the case with 9.2?
Need more information



Layout CRS and Scale

In Layout mode, when you change the crs, the scale 
is modified. This is very annoying

What is “CRS”
How often do you change this?



Zoom to SDE Layer Extent

"zoom to layer" always zooms out to the extent of 
the entire world, essentially ignoring the effect of 
definition query on the layer extent

In 9.2 you can set the Full Extent of the Data Frame
We will look at including this at the layer level in 
future releases



Spatial Filter

Allow a spatial definition query as part of the layer 
properties.

Not part of 9.2
We will need to investigate the technical limitations
Good idea



Record macro

Provide the ability to record a VB macro that 
executes multiple ArcGIS spatial operations.

Need more information
Does Model Builder suffice?



Measure Tool snapping

The measure tool should be able to snap to features 
so that users can get accurate measurements.

New measure tool in 9.2 uses snapping



ArcMap help needs help

ArcMap help explains basic items. Linking the help 
index to workarounds and patches would be a 
significant improvement

Help has changed in 9.2



Constrain Classified renderer to 
current display extent

The Classified renderer is available for a raster 
dataset under the "Properties > Symbology" tab. The 
Range (that the classification operates on) is based on 
the range of the whole dataset. Allow an option to 
have the renderer calculate the range of the current 
display extent, and allow classification on that range 
instead.

Need more information
What happens to this classification when the extent of the 
map changes?



Need ability to specify and save 
custom "stretched" color ramps

Need a way to specify break-points in a color 
ramp by associating original input values (not 
mapped integer "input" values) with output RGB 
triplets (not mapped integer "output" values). 
Current histogram window Also need a way to save 
the new color ramp so it can be used by others.

Need more information
Should the color ramp save the break points?



ArcMap multi-component legends

Need a better legend in ArcMap for multiple 
component symbology
Some possibilities are: 1) show a separate legend 
for each of the symbol's characteristics, i.e., one for 
symbol size, one for color, or 2) have a set of 
stacked bubble sizes for each color

Send in some designs of what you would expect to 
see

Layout legend only, or TOC as well?



Graphics support for "Radar plots" 
needed

Multi-variate statistical data are required to be 
displayed on radar plots situated at spatial 
features

Need examples



Fixed Extents and Scale data frame 
properties

You should be able to set both Fixed Extent and 
Fixed Scale in the Data Frame Properties. It should 
cause the map frame to grow/shrink to the correct 
size.

How important is this?



Native .net support

Post 9.3



MapControl conflicts with MS Access

We will need to investigate
Is using the MapControl within Access forms a 
common workflow?



REGIONBUFFER smoothing

A smoothing-level parameter for the regionbuffer command 
in ArcInfo. Our field outlines have that grape-cluster look 
because we use the regionbuffer command on all the wells 
in a field. I have a routine written to smooth them after the 
buffering, but it adds a lot of processing time to an already 
lengthy buffering procedure (over 50,000 fields, using over 
1.5 million wells). If a smoothing operation was built into 
regionbuffer it would save much time and effort.”

No plans to enhance the RegionBuffer command
Has this been tried with 9.2, and using a combination of 
Buffer and Generalization?



Geoprocessing model display results 
needs symbology options

Enhancement request: Model "Display results" needs 
more options to allow specification of display 
parameters such as symbology, labels, and where 
to place in the ArcMap TOC, scale range, 
transparency, etc

Evaluate 9.2 
http://webhelp.esri.com/arcgisdesktop/9.2/index.c
fm?id=675&pid=665&topicname=Displaying_mod
el_data



Buffer INSIDE polygon

Buffer tool has been improved at 9.2 SP2 – with 
respect to inside polygon (negative offset)

The equivalent functional buffer wizard is something 
that we want to complete in a post 9.3 release



GeoProcessing Repeatability

http://webhelp.esri.com/arcgisdesktop/9.2/index.c
fm?id=623&pid=617&topicname=Working_with_r
esults



Moving Geoprocessing Model 
displayed results causes errors

Evaluate in 9.2, many issues were fixed
What are the specific problems?



GeoProcessing Portability

GeoProcessing Models must all be Portable, so that 
they can be shared by other Users on other 
Machines.

GP Models on the Server – New at 9.2

Evaluate in 9.2 – many quality issues were resolved


